
Year 4 Maths Long Term Planning 

Week Topic Objectives Vocabulary Things to 
revisit 

1 Number – Place 
Value of 4-digit 
numbers and 
1000 more or 
less 

Recognise the place value of each digit in a four-digit number 
(thousands, hundreds, tens, and ones)  
find 1000 more or less than a given number 

numeral; thousands; hundreds; tens; 
ones; represents; stands for; equal to; 
exact; digit; place value; more; less; 
inequality sign; increase; decrease 

 

2 Number – 
Ordering and 
rounding 

Order and compare numbers beyond 1000  
Round any number to the nearest 10, 100 or 1000  
Solve number and practical problems that involve all of the above 
and with increasingly large positive numbers 

numeral; thousands; hundreds; tens; 
ones; represents; stands for; equal to; 
inequality sign; ascending / descending 
order; estimate; approximately; exact; 
round; nearest; multiple of; digit; 
divisible; compare; order; size 

 

3 Number – 
Roman 
numerals 

Read Roman numerals to 100 (I to C) and know that over time, the 
numeral system changed to include the concept of zero and place 
value 

Roman numeral; one; five; ten; fifty; 
hundred 

 

4 Number – 
Counting in 
multiples and 
negative 
numbers 

Count in multiples of 6, 7, 9, 25 and 1000 
Count backwards through zero to include negative numbers 

count; multiple; multiples; sequence; 
count up; count back; continue; 
pattern; rule; next; consecutive; zero; 
minus; positive; negative; order; 
ascending; descending 

 

5-7 Number – 
Addition and 
Subtraction 

Add and subtract numbers with up to 4 digits using the formal 
written methods of column addition and subtraction where 
appropriate  
Estimate and use inverse operations to check answers to a 
calculation 

method; columns; place value; value; 
thousands; hundreds; tens; ones; 
exchange; add; addition; more; plus; 
increase; sum; total; increase; total; 
altogether; score; double; halve; 
subtract; minus; decrease; leave; how 
many are left; difference between; how 
many more/fewer; equals; sign; is the 
same as; tens boundary; hundreds 
boundary; units boundary; tenths 
boundary; inverse 

 

Addition 

 

Subtraction 

 

 

  



Year 4 Main Maths Long Term Planning 

Week Topic Objectives Vocabulary Things to 
revisit 

8 Number – 
Multiplication 
facts 

Recall multiplication and division facts for multiplication tables 
up to 12 × 12 
Use place value, known and derived facts to multiply and divide 
mentally 
Multiplying by 0 and 1 and Dividing by 1 

lots of; groups of; times; multiply; 
multiplication; product; repeated 
addition; array; row; column; double; 
halve; share; divide; division; divisible; 
remainder; factor; quotient; divisible 
by inverse 

 

9 Number – 
Multiplication 
of 3 numbers 
and factor 
pairs 

Multiplying together three numbers 
Recognise and use factor pairs and commutativity in mental 
calculations 

lots of; groups of; times; multiply; 
multiplication; product; repeated 
addition; array; row; column; double; 
halve; share; divide; division; divisible; 
remainder; factor; quotient; divisible 
by inverse 

 

 
10-11 Number – 

Multiplication 
of 2/3 digit 
number by a 
one digit 
number using 
written 
method 
(expanded 
and/or short) 

Multiply two-digit and three-digit numbers by a one-digit 
number using formal written layout 

lots of; groups of; times; multiply; 
multiplication; product; repeated 
addition; array; row; column; double; 
halve; share; divide; division; divisible; 
remainder; factor; quotient; divisible 
by; inverse; method; expand; 
exchange; columns 

 

 

 
12 Measures - 

Area and 
Perimeter 

Measure and calculate the perimeter of a rectilinear figure 
(including squares) in centimetres and metres  
Find the area of rectilinear shapes by counting squares 

measure; area; perimeter; count; 
squares; add; covers; surface; square 
centimetre (cm2); square metre (m2) 

 

13 Assessments    

14 Consolidation See Things to revisit and QLA   

 


